
Load Balancer

Feature Description Compliance Yes/No

WAN

 Support for PPPoE, Static IP, DHCP
 WAN Link Health Check
 Bandwidth Allowance Monitor
 USB 4G/3G Modem Support
 Intelligent Failover
 Support for Dynamic DNS services

LAN

 DHCP Server for LAN Clients
 Extended DHCP Option
 DHCP Reservation
 DNS Proxy for LAN Clients

Load Balancing

 Intelligent Failover
 Session Persistence
 Per-Service Load Distribution
 Multiple Algorithms
 Link Aggregation

Networking

 NAT and IP Forwarding
 Static Routes
 Port Forwarding
 Many to One, One to One NAT
 NAT Pool
 SIP ALG, H.323 ALG
 UPnP, NAT-PMP
 WINS Server

Complete VPN Solution

 SpeedFusion Hot Failover/SpeedFusion Bandwidth Bonding
o Site-to-Site VPN
o Bandwidth Aggregation
o Hot Failover
o 256-bit AES Encryption
o Pre-shared Key Authentication



o Dynamic Routing
 PPTP VPN Server

o RADIUS, LDAP Authentication
 IPsec VPN (Network-to-Network)

Security

 Stateful Firewall
 DoS Prevention
 Web Blocking

Advanced QoS

 Individual Bandwidth Limit
 Application Prioritization

o SIP, HTTPS, VPN QoS
o Custom Application QoS

Captive Portal Support

 Support for Wired and Wireless LAN Clients
 Support RADIUS Authentication
 Time and Usage Quotas on Open Access Mode
 Built-in Customizable Splash Page

Device Management

 Web Administrative Interface
 Command Line Interface
 InControl Cloud Management
 Email Notification
 Active Client and Session Lists
 Bandwidth Usage Statistics
 Syslog Service
 SNMP v1, v2c and v3

Power Requirements

 Universal Input
o 100V – 240V AC

Package Content

 12V Power Supply



Items Requirement Compliance Yes/No
Ethernet WAN Ports 2
USB 4G LTE/3G WAN Yes
Router Throughput 600Mbps
Built-in Simultaneous Dual-Band

Yes

802.11a/b/g/n Wi-Fi AP with Embedded
Antenna

Yes

Ethernet LAN Ports 4 (GbE)
Core Functionality
Load Balancing Yes
Drop-In Mode Optional
Inbound Load Balancing Optional
InControl Cloud Management Yes

VPN Functionality
VPN Yes
SpeedFusion Hot Failover Yes
SpeedFusion Bandwidth
Bonding/Aggregation

Yes

Advanced QoS Functionality
Bandwidth Usage Monitor Yes
QoS for VoIP and E-Commerce Yes



WAP Controller

General Specifications

 The controller should have option of 2x 10/100/1000 Ethernet Port (RJ45/GBIC/ SFP)for
connecting to LAN and one console port

 Proposed Controller should be ready for supporting 15 Aps from day one with scalability for 75
AP support in future without adding any new hardware

 Controller should have capacity to handle minimum 2000 or more concurrent devices
 Controller should support minimum 256 WLAN’s
 Controller should provide air-time fairness between these different speed clients- slower clients

should not be starved by the faster clients and faster clients should not adversely affected by
slower clients

 Controller should support Spectrum Analysis feature to detect interfaces from different sources
 Controller should provide real-time charts showing interferences for access point, on a per-

radio, per-channel basis
 Ability to map SSID to VLAN and dynamic VLAN support for same SSID
 Support automatic channel selection for interferences avoidances
 Controller must support 802.11k and 802.11r
 Access Points can discover controllers across layer-3 network through DHCP or DNS option
 Access points can discover controllers on the same L2 domain without requiring any

configuration on the access point
 Wi-Fi Alliance certified

Security and Monitoring

 Controller should support following for security and Authentication
 WIRELESS SECURITY: WEP, WPA-TKIP, WPA2-AES, 802.11i
 AUTHENTICATION: 802.1X, local database, External
 AAA servers: Active Directory, RADIUS, LDAP
 System should provide DOS attacks and intrusion detection and prevention and control for any

rough access points
 The AP should be able to scan for rogue access points and the controller should be able to locate

them on a floor map. The  controller should be able to send a notification to the administrator
when a rogue AP has been detected

 System must be able to provide L2/L3/L4 Access Control
 Controller should support L2 client Isolation so user cannot access each other’s devices. Isolation

should have option to apply on AP or SSID’s
 Controller should support access control based on identity, role, device, time or application
 Support for walled garden “walled Garden”  functionality to allow restricted access to select

destinations by unauthorized wireless users
 IPv4 & IPv6 support from day 1
 Should support onboard and external DHCP server



 Controller should support integrated or External AAA server including Microsoft AD and Linux
based open source AAA servers

 The proposed architecture should be based on controller based Architecture with thick AP
deployment. While Encryption/ decryption of 802.11 packets should be able to perform at AP

 The controller should support OS/Device figure printing and device type based policies i.e allow
or deny, Bandwidth rate limit, VLAN mapping

 When Mesh is enabled the controller should be able to show the mesh topology on floor plans
 The controller should be able to present a customizable dashboard with information on the

status of the WLAN network
 The controller should be able to raise critical alarms by sending an email. The email client on the

controller should support SMTP outbound authentication and TLS encryption

QoS features

 Per SSID or dynamic Per user bandwidth Rate Limiting
 Slet-healing (on detection of RF interference or loss of RF coverage) and vender should provide

their Interference mitigation technique for same domain interference (interference from AP’s
connected to same controller) and from other AP’s and 2.4Ghz devices (Microwave’s, Radio’s
etc..)

 Dynamic RF management that provides the capability to pause channel scanning/ adujust RF
scanning intervals based on application and load presence

 Capability to provide preferred access for “fast” clients over “slow” clients (11n vs. 11g) in order
to improve overall network performance

 System must support band steering where 5 ghz clients are forced to connect over 5 Ghz Radio
to provide better load balancing among 2.4 Ghz and 5 Ghz Radios

 The controller shall support Quality of Service features like 802.11e based QoS enhancements,
WMM or equivalent and U-APSD to provide best performance on Video applications

 Should have voice call admission control

Clients/ Guest Management

 The controller should provide a Guest Login portal in order to authenticate users that are part of
the organization



Wireless Access Points

 The APs should support 802.11a, 802.11b, 802.11g and 11n and ac standards. It should also
support 802.11ac standard in the 5 GHz band

 Operation in dual band radio is essential
 All WiFi Components should come with 1 year Comprehensive warranty from day one.
 OEM should be listed in Gartner/ IDC in leaders quadrant as per latest report
 All WiFi including PoE Injector components should be from single OEM
 Should support minimum 2x2 or higher MIMO with 2 spatial streams on both radio bands to

provide up to 867 mbps data rate in ac
 The access points should be centrally managed
 In some small isolated environments the AP should be able to function as a full-fledged stand-

alone access point without the requirement of a controller
 Security mechanism should be in place to protect the communication between the access point

controller and access points
 Since most radio interferences come from the VLAN network itself the vendor should specify

what mechanisms such as beam steering/ adaptive antenna technology/ beamforming   are
available in combination to focus the energy on the destination STA and minimize radio
interferences with the surrounding of the AP. The vendor should specify if the activation of such
feature is still compatible with 802.11n spatial multiplexing

 Since the VLAN network will be able to detect clients that have dual band capability and
automatically steer those clients to use the 5GHz band

 The antennas to be dual polarized and should be integrated inside the access point enclosure to
minimize damage and create a low profile unit that does not stand  out visually

 The access point should have 1 Gigabit Ethernet port
 The access point should support WPA2 enterprise authentication and AES/ CCMP encryption. AP

should support Authentication via 802.1 X and Active Directory.
 Implement Wi-Fi alliance standards WMM, 802.11d, 802.11h and 802.11e
 The access point should provide for concurrent support for high definition IP Video, Voice and

data application without needing any configuration. This feature should be demonstrable
 Support RF auto-channel selection by the following three methods: a) measuring energy levels

on the channel; b) monitoring for 802.11 signal structures and; c) detecting radar pluses. Other
similar forms of smart selection shall also be accepted.

 Channel selection based on measuring throughput capacity in real time and switching to
another channel should the capacity fall below the statistical average of all channels without
using background scanning as a method

 Should support Transmit power tuning in 1dB increments in order to reduce interferences and
RF hazards

 Devices antenna gain (Integrated) must be at least must be at least 4dBi and should provide
automatic interferences rejection of about 10dB.

 Should support up to 200 clients per AP
 Should support DHCP Option 82 in standalone mode (without controller ) as well as in Managed

mode (with Controller)



 For troubleshooting purpose, the administrator should have the ability to remotely capture
802.11 and or 802.3 frames from an access point without disrupting client access

 Operating Temperature: 0°C – 40 °C
 Operating humidity: 10 % - 95% non-condensing
 Should be WiFi certified; WiFi Certificate to be enclosed
 Should be WPC approved; ETA certificate to be enclosed
 Mechanism for physical devices locking using padlock / Kensing lock/ equipment


